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March 28th 2017:Pressure on Politicians from The Public
and Corporations
With the advent of social media, public pressure can influence
politicians decisions like never before. North Carolina's
"bathroom bill", the law limiting LGBT protections will cost the
state an absolute minimum of $5 billion in lost business over ten
or so years. This loss of business in the state is solely a result of
the public being mobilized through social media; Amazon’s terms
and conditions for the Kindle is 320 pages long and 73,000 words
long. If you read the terms and conditions for Amazon’s Kindle out
loud it will take you 9 hours if you don’t take a break. How fucking
ridicu
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Featured Guest
Dr. Mark Goulston
Dr. Mark Goulston is widely regarded as a “People Hacker.” He started out as a crisis
psychiatrist specializing in suicide intervention, then a death and dying expert doing
house calls to dying founders/CEO’s and their families, then an FBI/police hostage
negotiation trainer, then advisor to attorneys in high profile trials (i.e O.J. Simpson
criminal trial) and currently serves as a confidante and advisor to entrepreneurs,
founders and CEO’s who helps them see into their futures. In this presentation… no, in
this performance, Dr. Mark Goulston will not play, but will be Steve Jobs coming back
from the grave to describe his return to Apple in 1997 through the release of the iPhone
in 20
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